Governor appeals to political parties and society leaders

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) has appealed to all sections of the society and all the political parties and society leaders to impress upon the people particularly our youth to bring in normalcy in the State Capital region which has witnessed arson, looting, blockade, vandalism and vehicle torching in past four days. The vandalism and destruction of any kind affects the poorest of the poor the maximum. These by no stretch of imagination are not at all in the interest of the State and its people. This, the Governor said when some political leaders called on him at Raj Bhavan to submit their memorandum on 25th February 2019 in the evening.

The Governor further appealed that as good citizens, they must go extra mile and use all power at their command in convincing the people to eschew arson and Lawlessness State.

The Governor said that the government has already dropped the Permanent Residence Certificate issue and this message has already been telecast on television for the information of the people.
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